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This study used ethnographic research design and katutubong pamamaraan ng pananaliksik to discover Filipino counseling through an intensive immersion with Sumadel tribe for sixty days, by learning their concepts and practices of helping. The researcher used purposive sampling and snowball sampling to gather data from Ismachers (village members) that have undergone, are undergoing, and are facilitating the helping process. By using interview guide questions and acting as participant observer, the researcher found out that helping process in Sumadel village exists. The concepts and practices of the Ismachers in helping revolve from their culture and what have they learnt from their man-amarung-ag (village elders) and Iliakay (village leaders). With this, the researcher concludes that the helping process of Sumadel village is considered traditional and indigenous. The researcher recommends a follow-up study with different tribe of focus to widen the understanding of the concepts and practices of Filipino counseling.
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